
Electronics Engineer 
We are looking for a dynamic, challenge-hungry, results-oriented electronics engineer to 
join our team of technologists developing advanced antennas for high-accuracy satellite 
positioning and navigation. Our customers include global aerospace and automotive 
organisations, and we plan to scale up ready for the autonomous vehicle and drone markets.
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√	 Minimum	qualification	required	is	a	Bachelors	Degree	in	a	relevant	field	
of electronics.

√ We are looking for 2+ years of industrial experience in R&D.
√ Your education or training needs to have included RF/Microwave circuit 
theory	and/or	antenna	theory,	with	work	experience	in	these	fields	
desirable.

√ You must have hands-on capability across a breadth of electronics 
including	hardware	design,	PCB	layout,	fabrication,	and	test,	with	the	
ability to analyse and apply results.

√	 Software	writing	experience	(Python,	C#,	Visual	Basic)	desirable,	with	
capability in data acquisition and analytics will be a distinct advantage.

√ We’re looking for a self-starter who can understand a technical brief 
and run with it, seeking help and mentorship as required, but with 
successful accomplishment founded on personal knowledge and skill.

√ Your willingness to work to commercial deadlines is essential, and 
experience in the customer and supply-chain environments is desirable.

If you tick our boxes and want a rewarding role in a company that is at the leading edge of antenna 
design, then polish off your CV and contact us right away: 

Miro Blicharz
Engineering Manager 
e miro.blicharz@helixgeospace.com 
m 01235 877444 
w helixgeospace.com  
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About Helix Geospace
Helix is a UK-based privately funded start-up located at the Harwell Campus near Oxford, noted 
for its cluster of space-tech businesses. The company is developing antennas for high accuracy 
GNSS location and high-bandwidth datacomms, and the precision manufacturing processes 
necessary for their manufacture.

About the technology 
With	variants	for	GPS	and	Galileo	GNSS	constellations	(BeiDou	and	GLONASS	versions	are	in	
development)	and	the	Iridium	LEO	satcomms	constellation,	Helix	antennas	are	multi-frequency	
resonant devices with tightly targeted frequency discrimination. They utilise multiple helical 
conductor	filaments	on	a	high	dielectric	constant	ceramic	core.	The	selective	nature	of	the	design	
assures integrity of data delivered to the receiver enabling positional accuracy to 10cm to be 
computed, and high levels of resilience against environmental and deliberate disruption. The 
helical	antenna	resonance	means	that	troublesome	reflected	signals,	typical	of	modern	cities’	
‘urban canyons’ are ignored, while the on-frequency accuracy makes the system resilient to ‘noisy 
neighbour’ spectrum interference and deliberate jamming. All this comes in a compact and robust 
form factor light enough for drones and small enough for vehicle aesthetics. We’re now developing 
electronics	anti-jamming/spoofing	systems	that	deliver	the	optimum	defence	against	malicious	
attempts to undermine satellite navigation and communications.01
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